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current distribution. By definition 2 an inhitesmial electric dipole
pattern contains no cross polarkation (if the subscripts ref and cross
are reversed in definition 2, an infinitesimal magnetic dipole is
perfect,). However, it is well knom that this feed causes substantial
cross polarization [ lo] . This question has also been treated in an
excellent paper by Iioffman [ l l ] , where it is shown that a necessary
and sufficient condit.ion for zero cross polarized surface currents is

Ea COS C = E+ sin 9. (12)

From (8) it can be seen that t.his is identically equivalent to deh i -
tion 3. Koffman gives an example of a Huygens source as satisfying
(12). It is also possible to show that a physically circular feed with
equal E- and H-plane amplit,ude and phase patterns is also perfect
by this definition [SI. From (2) it may be seen that a perfect feed
by definition 1 does not satisfy (12) either, so only definition 3
satisfies thk requirement.

Finally, it. has been previously shown by the author [SI that a
feed with no cross polarization by definition 3 is optimum from the
viewpoint. of antenna aperture efficiency. Again, this is not true for
either definition 1 or 2.

From the preceding discussion, it is clear that definit.ion 1 is the
proper choice for describing source current polarizations. It is the
author's opinion that dehition 3 is the best choice for describing
antenna patterns. The only disadvantage of definition 3 is its
imperfect relationship with the source current definition. However,
this point is muddled in any case by t,he existence of longit.udina1
source currents. Definition 2 has the disadvantage of two perfect
secondary patterns rotated 90’ with respect to each other not
being ort.hogona1, t.he serious point that a perfect primary pattern
can produce a very poor secondary pattern, and its incompatibility
wit.h feed efficiency usage.

As an illustration of how definition 2 can be misleading, it may
be noted that the cross polarized currents on a paraboloid illuminated
by an infinitesimal electric dipole are frequently attributed to the
reflector curvature. As a result, it is widely accepted that increasing
the reflector f/D ratio substantially reduces cross polarization [ l2] .
By definition 3, an electric dipole has substantial cross polarization
which increases rapidly with increasing pattern angle (i.e., as the
E- and H-plane edge illuminat.ions diverge). A paraboloid with
lower f/D subtends a larger pattern angle, and this is the reason
that, the cross polarization in the secondary pattern becomes worse.
If the E- and H-plane edge illumination is held constant it is not
difficult to show that the cross polarized currents are actually
zkdependent of t.he f/D ratio. Also, for certain practical feeds it has
been pointed out that cross polarizat.ion may actually increase with
increasing f/D [4]. The f/D ratio does effect the longitudinal cur-
rents, and also can have an effect in the case of defocused feeds,
but m-ith a proper definition it is seen that secondary pattern cross
polarization is far less dependent on the f/D ratio than it seems
from definition 2.
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Distortion of Electromagnetic Pulses Undergoing Total
Internal Reflection from a Moving Dielectric Half-space

I. RATTAN, 9. K. CHAKRAVARTI, AND G. D. GAUTAMA

Abstract—Using the covariance of Maxwell's equations and the
phase invariance principle of plane waves, distortion of the electro-
magnetic pulses undergoing total internal reflection from a moving
dielectric half-space has been studied. It is concluded that the
distortion of the reflected pulse depends strongly upon the velocity,
direction of motion, and angle of incidence.

In recent years, much concern has been shown to the reflection
and transmission of electromagnetic waves by moving media
because of its direct relevance t.0 t.he problems of current interest,
vis., satellite communications and reent,ry vehicles etc. With the
plane monochromatic wave propagation problem practically re-
solved, it is wort.hwhile to investigate the more practical problem
of reflection of pulses from these media. In this communication,
the distortion of electromagnetic pulses undergoing total internal
reflection from a moving dielectric half-space is st,udied.

Since an electromagnetic pulse can be thought of as the super-
position of plane electromagnetic waves, Yeh's [ l ] treatment for
moving dielectric half-space for studying reflection of electromagnetic
waves can be carefully extended t.0 this case, using Fourier analysis
technique.

Let the pulse be incident, from the denser medium side z < 0
to t,he rarer medium side z > 0. If Ei(t) represents the incident
pulse which is impinging at an angle e, > sin-’ (s?/Q) at, the boundary
z = 0, where es and a, are the permittivities of the rarer and denser
media, respectively, we have

Ei(U) = - I g(a) exp dw + - g*(a>) exp (- has

(1)

where g*(a) is complex conjugate of g(w)

U = — 1(&x + k g — wt)
03

kx = b sin eo

ks = —ko COS e,

Ro = w(I.lo€l)’'Z

and e, is also the angle between propagation vector k and positive
z axis in zz plane.

The amplitude of the spectral component g(w) is given by inverse
Fourier transform of Ei (ti) as

1 /+
7T y _ o

Ei(U) exp (—iuU) dU- (2a)
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The picture given by (1) and (2a) is the one which is observed
in system K which is at rest with respect to the half-space.

Now in the moving system K' which is at rest with respect to
the uniformly moving dielectric half-space z > 0, the incident
puke takes the form:
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Hence

v k
Er(U) = A - B — (8a)

theform:

e xP

W = -1 (&‘X’ + k,’z' - w‘t’) (2b)

where Lf, k.', w', z', z', and t' are related to combinations &, k., W,
X, z, and t by Lorentz transformations [ l ] .

If R(o') is t.he t.ransfer function of the component wave, then
for reflected pulse at 2 = 0 we mite

exp

^ [ R*(w')g*(w') exp ( -

(3a)

Let us, for example, consider the case of vertical polarization;
hence

Re [R(w')] + i Im [R(w')]

A' + iB'.

Following Brekhovskikh [2], it can be shown that in the moving
frame of reference K', the reflected pulse is given by

E,(&‘) = Lr - B ' s i n ( w ‘ (4)

for the case g(d) = g*(—d).
Now t.aking the specific case of incident symmetrical pulse of

the form

+ i,'2
(5)

where P is a parameter characterizing the width of the pulse, the
integral in (4) can be evaluat,ed to give

Er(W) = A'- -B'
t'

(6)

Case I: v = v,e,. Let us consider the case in which half-space
is moving uniformly with velocity v, in z direction. Making use of
covariance of Maxwell's equations and phase invariance of uniform
plane wave, we have the following transformations [ l ] :

R{w) =
cos 6o + t7s[(sin 9o - fe)2 - (ea/ci) (1 - ft, sin ftp)2]1'2

cos ft, - iTx[(sb 0o - fir sin 0O)

[ z cos 0o + jx- \ (sin So — j8»)

J
(x — cffj,) — c( l — & sin 0o) I t — & —

(7a)

(7b)

where 0 = U/C and y = 1/(1 - 82)l'z.

= Re (8b)

(8c)

Case II: v = v,e,. The half-space is moving with uniform velocity
vs in z direction, again making use of covariance of Maxwell's
equations and phase invariance of a plane wave, we get the following
transformation [ l ] :

[(cos9o+/3s)-t{sin290(l-/3s
2)-fe Ai)(l+/3scos9o)2l1/2

fl(o,)=
CO

Rcosflo+W-Hjsi

where

and

+ g . COS 90)2

&)2 + 2/3s (3a)

(3b) Hence

r s ( l + i82 cos 0o)

(z -

Er{U) =

he sin 0O + y,1 \x sin 0o + y,1 \ (cos 0O + /S.)

V + + i

where

A = Re

(9c)

(10a)

(10b)

(1OC)

From (8s) and (loa), we see that the reflected pulse consists of
trro parts. One part being of the form of incident pulse except for
a multiplying factor A, which is rather involved function of angle
of incidence, velocity, dielectric constant of the medium with
shifted abscissa, and the other component superimposed on former,
of amplitude B/A n-it,h references to initial pulse amplitude. Further-
more, it may be noted that the form of the reflected puke which
is governed by the parameter, vis., A, B, and t st.rongly depends
upon direction of motion of the dielectric half-space as well. Addi-
tionally, since transfer function is independent of frequency, no
degradation of the pulse occurs. We have not presented numerical
results because they would not add anything to the physical insight
of t.he problem.

Thus we conclude that the form of the eleet.romagnetic pulses,
undergoing tot.al internal reflection from moving homogeneous
dielect.ric half-space depends strongly on velocity and direction of
mot.ion of the medium.
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